101 Uses For Paracord (Seriously, there's 101 uses listed here)
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After the trusty survival knife, paracord is probably the second most useful and versatile item you can have with you, when hiking or trying to survive in the wilderness.

The nice guys at Dan's Depot (and they are nice guys!) know this and that is why they have done this video detailing 101 uses for paracord to show you just how useful paracord is. Now to be fair, some of the uses are a bit of fun, and not all that serious, but the vast majority are. I guarantee you'll discover several new things you can do with paracord after watching the video.

Check out the video and if you want any advice on survival gear, or you want to get some paracord, head over to Dan's Depot they have loads of colors, all at $7.99 per 100 FT.